
Our company is looking for a sales planner. We appreciate you taking the time to
review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of
the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for sales planner

Deliver to the Sales Rep reports on campaign performance
Work closely with sales team to craft credible, impactful stories and assist
with various tasks such as building and tweaking decks, preparing paperwork,
and entering and monitoring business opportunities, revenue forecasts and
pipelines in Salesforce
Analyze and evaluate the competitive landscape to identify potential
prospects and leads for sales team to reach out to and generate creative,
compelling ideas that align with prospecting brands' marketing initiatives
Work with Ad Operations and Account Manager teams for pre and post-sale
ad inventory management and campaign delivery
Assist with the development and upkeep of various sales collateral for West
Coast Account Executives including, but not limited to, meeting preparation,
one-sheet updates and research/data
Exhibit professional excellence at all times and approach work with passion
and positivity
Produce sales proposals in order management system leveraging yield tools
required
Be professional, organized and motivated have the drive to succeed in a fast-
paced environment
Address client needs while highlighting the value and capabilities of NBC
Assist with pricing and analyzing of upfront and scatter packages at the
opportunity level with Strategic Planning and Ad Sales Finance
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Must be able to juggle multiple projects and clients
Familiarity with retail environment
Responsible for supporting and delivering SKU-level sales planning
forecasting to support North America Sales region
Bachelor's Degree and 1-2 years of sales experience in a related field
required
Previous work on a digital sales team or at an advertising agency is a plus
Complete additional projects as directed by Strategic Planning and Ad Sales


